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Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission review the information provided and make a determination
that Facebook, over the course of the past year, has demonstrated good faith compliance with the
provisions of the Development Agreements (DA) for the East Campus, West Campus, and West Campus
Expansion projects for the period of October 2018 through December 2019. The recommended actions are
included in Attachment A.
Policy Issues
The implementation of each of these DAs is considered individually. The Planning Commission should
make a determination on whether or not Facebook has demonstrated its good faith compliance with the
provisions of the East Campus, West Campus, and West Campus Expansion Project DAs at this time.
Background
Facebook’s campuses were entitled through three successive projects. The East Campus entitlement
process was completed first, followed by the West Campus and then the Facebook West Campus
Expansion (Campus Expansion Project). An overview of the three projects is provided below. The three
projects cover three areas, specifically, the East Campus, West Campus, and Facebook West Campus
Expansion areas. Each of these three areas is covered by a separate Development Agreement. Together
the West Campus and Campus Expansion Project comprise a single campus. The East Campus is the
former Sun Microsystem/Oracle campus and includes Facebook Buildings 10-19. A single DA governs
development at the East Campus. The West Campus encompasses both the West Campus and Campus
Expansion DAs and is occupied by Buildings 20, 21, 22 (anticipated to be complete summer 2020), 23, and
the future citizenM hotel. The two campuses, east and west, are each governed by a Conditional
Development Permit (CDP). A location map identifying the Facebook campuses discussed in this report is
included in Attachment B.
Typically, the annual review of DA compliance encompasses the time period from October through
September. However, because for the 2017-2018 annual review, the trip cap was reviewed for the entire
2018 calendar year (through December 2018) and data on all aspects of DA compliance is available
through the end of the 2019 calendar year, staff recommends modifying the time period through the end of
2019 for this annual review. Then, future annual reviews would be conducted by calendar year.
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East Campus
The 56.9-acre East Campus is located at 1 Hacker Way (previously addressed 1601 Willow Road). The
East Campus is also referred to as the Classic Campus. The site is developed with nine buildings (Buildings
10 through 19) and contains approximately 1,035,840 square feet. The project site was initially developed
by Sun Microsystems through a CDP and DA in the early 1990s. The obligations under the previous DA
were fulfilled prior to Facebook’s occupancy of the project site. In 2011, Facebook submitted a request for a
CDP amendment, DA, associated land use entitlements, and environmental review to convert the employee
cap for the East Campus into a trip cap, allowing for an increase in employment at the project site. The City
Council approved the project in May and June of 2012, subject to a DA and CDP. Subsequent Facebook
project approvals required that the DA and CDP be amended and restated and these documents now
govern the East Campus. All of the buildings on the East Campus are occupied. This annual review
evaluated compliance with the currently applicable amended and restated DA and CDP for the East
Campus.
West Campus (Building 20)
The 22-acre West Campus is located at 1 Facebook Way. The 433,555 square-foot building (also known as
Building 20) is constructed over surface parking. Applicable entitlements and agreements for the Facebook
West Campus Project included a CDP and DA. The City Council approved the project in March 2013. The
West Campus building, known as Building 20, is completed and occupied. As part of the Campus
Expansion Project, the CDP governing Building 20 was incorporated into the Campus Expansion Project
CDP.
Campus Expansion Project
The Campus Expansion Project includes two new office buildings (Buildings 21 and 22) and a limited
service hotel. The project also includes approximately two acres of publicly accessible open space and a
bicycle/pedestrian bridge over Bayfront Expressway. The City Council approved this project on November
1, 2016. Applicable entitlements and agreements for the Facebook Campus Expansion Project included an
amended and restated CDP and DA. This DA and associated CDP were further amended in November
2017 as part of applicant-initiated revisions to the approved Campus Expansion Project. On February 11,
2020, the City Council approved the third amended and restated CDP for applicant initiated revisions to
increase the number of hotel rooms for the previously approved hotel use from 200 to 240 and to reduce the
number of required parking spaces. The DA for the project was not amended as part of that project.
Analysis
A DA is a legally binding agreement between the City of Menlo Park and an applicant that provides an
applicant vested rights to develop the project in exchange for providing benefits to the City. A DA is
commonly used for land use developments that will be implemented in phases over a period of time and
“freezes” development regulations at the time of approval. DAs are enabled by California Government Code
Sections 65864-65869.5.
The City Council adopted Resolution No. 4159 in January 1990, establishing the procedures and
requirements for the consideration of DAs. Resolution No. 4159 calls for the Planning Commission to
conduct a public hearing at which the property owner (or representative for the property owner) must
demonstrate good faith compliance with the terms of the agreement. The Planning Commission is to
determine, upon the basis of substantial evidence, whether or not the property owner has, for the period
under review, complied in good faith with the terms and conditions of the Agreement. The decision of the
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Planning Commission is final, unless it is appealed to the City Council. These provisions implement
Government Code Section 65865.1 which requires the periodic review, at least once every 12 months, to
determine compliance with the terms of the agreement.
In addition, the approved DAs for the East Campus, West Campus and West Campus Expansion, Sections
24.1, 15.1 and 12.1, respectively, set forth the following requirement for the Annual Review: “The City shall,
at least every 12 months during the term of this Agreement, review the extent of Facebook’s and Owner’s
good faith compliance with the terms of this Agreement pursuant to Government Code Section 65865.1 and
Resolution No. 4159. Notice of such annual review shall be provided by the City’s Community Development
Director to Facebook and Owner not less than 30 days prior to the date of the hearing by the Planning
Commission on Facebook’s and Owner’s good faith compliance with this Agreement and shall to the extent
required by law include the statement that any review may result in amendment or termination of this
Agreement. A finding by the City of good faith compliance with the terms of this Agreement shall
conclusively determine the issue up to and including the date of such review.” The West Campus DA
requires that review of the West Campus DA coincide with the annual review of the East Campus DA. For
convenience, compliance review for all three DAs takes place at the same time.
Development agreement annual reviews
To evaluate Facebook’s progress at implementing the DAs, staff has developed a classification system to
describe how the specific requirements are being implemented using four categories. Three of these
categories are consistent with the principle of good faith compliance with the terms of the agreements and
are as follows:
• Completed: A One-time Action was completed or an Ongoing Activity occurred during the DA review
year.
• In Progress: A One-time Action is underway (acceptable progress).
• Conditional, No Action Required: The triggering event, condition, or requirement to undertake an item
has not occurred and no action is necessary at this time.
The fourth category, described as Unacceptable Progress, implies that, at least potentially, good faith
compliance for that item may not have occurred. However, a determination that substantial and persistent
non-implementation of a DA item would have to occur before a lack of good faith compliance could truly be
determined.
To ensure that the City is aware of the status of their compliance and any challenges they may be having
with achieving compliance, Facebook provides staff with periodic updates on the status of all applicable
requirements. These updates, as well as supporting correspondence and written documentation have been
used to develop the DA Implementation tables attached to this staff report.
East Campus DA
The East Campus DA includes 37 requirements that are associated with the annual DA tracking. These
requirements fall into two categories, One-Time Actions and Ongoing Activities. A detailed description of the
requirements of the DA for the East Campus are contained in Attachments C and D, respectively. The
summary of the implementation status of the 37 DA requirements is provided in the following table.
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Table 1: East Campus DA
One-Time Actions
(Attachment C)

Ongoing Activities
(Attachment D)

Completed

17

15

In Progress/Ongoing
(Acceptable Progress)

0

0

Conditional / No Action Required

1

4

Unacceptable Progress/No
Information Provided

0

0

Implementation Status

Updates since 2018 annual review
Item 11 of the East Campus DA table in Attachment C identifies the requirement to help close the Bay Trail
gap. Facebook previously demonstrated a good faith effort to comply with this DA requirement by providing
a written letter to support the project and Measure A funds. Once funds were received by the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG), Facebook indicated that they were committed to providing additional
funding, as needed. Since the 2018 annual review, Facebook made a donation for the completion of the 0.6
mile segment in East Palo Alto. Construction began on the project in the fall of 2019 and was expected to
be completed in summer 2020. The completion date may be affected by the current Covid-19 pandemic;
however, Facebook has complied with this requirement in good faith.
In addition, since the last annual review, Facebook has completed its obligation to explore opportunities to
invest in low income tax credits for affordable housing projects in the City of Menlo Park and the City of East
Palo Alto (Item 9.1 of the DA) by shifting to direct investment via the Catalyst Housing Fund in the wake of
uncertainty around low income housing tax credits. Facebook’s obligation to make any investments was at
its sole discretion, per the DA.
Trip cap compliance
Facebook and the City continue to monitor compliance with the trip cap requirements. According to the Trip
Cap Policy, Facebook is allowed to exceed its trip cap on twelve special event days in a 12-month period
and on three non-event days in a 180-day period (at which time Facebook must be in compliance with the
trip cap for 180 days before utilizing any additional non-event exclusions). The Trip Cap Policy defines
special events as those that are not typical of the operating conditions at the campus and would be likely to
involve more than Facebook employees. For reference the trip cap allows for event exclusions on a rolling
12-month basis (not calendar year), so the 2019 trip log includes exceedances from 2018 as well to
document the total number of exceedances without valid event exclusions in a 12-month period. More
details on the 2018 exceedances were provided to the Planning Commission as part of the 2017-2018
calendar year DA annual review. The East Campus trip cap was exceeded 12 times in the 2017-2018
review period.
For 2019, City staff reviewed the 2019 log to determine the number of trip cap exceedances and what
exceedances were attributed to eligible event exclusions (based on the list provided by Facebook),
determined the total number of exceedances, and reviewed measures taken by Facebook to bring the East
Campus into compliance. The Trip Cap Event Exclusion and Exceedances Log for the East Campus for
calendar year 2019 is included in Attachment E.
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Under the trip cap, a trip is considered a vehicle whose occupant(s)’ final destination is the East Campus or
a vehicle whose origin is the East Campus. In accordance with the trip cap, staff reviewed additional data
this year to determine if the reliability (sensitivity) factor needed to be adjusted from the previous year for
trips to/from the site, specifically with regard to the accuracy of the trip count equipment sensors. The
reliability factor is reviewed annually to determine if adjustments to the reliability factor are needed. The
reliability factor takes into account rideshare (Uber/Lyft) trips whose occupants’ final destination is the East
Campus, even if those vehicles drop their riders at other Facebook campuses in the vicinity. The discussion
below on the number of exceedances in 2019 takes into account the current reliability factor.
There were 11 exceedances during the 2019 calendar year that occurred on dates with events that did not
meet the parameters for excludable events, which resulted in penalties of $22,247.68, as set by the Trip
Cap Policy. According to the Trip Cap Policy, the City is required to use the penalties collected for programs
or projects designed to reduce trips or traffic congestion within Menlo Park and the City shall share 25
percent ($5,561.92) of the penalties collected with the City of East Palo Alto for use on transportation
systems and solutions that help reduce traffic in the City of East Palo Alto around the East Campus. The
City will be issuing a payment request to Facebook and identifying potential traffic reduction projects to fund
with the assessed penalty in the near future as well as providing the required share to the City of East Palo
Alto.
Based on the trip count log, the trip cap exceedances all occurred in the 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. hour and the
average exceedance was 33 trips. While the 11 exceedances is similar to the number of non-event
exclusion exceedances from 2018, the amount of trips over the trip cap was down and the exceedances
were limited to one peak morning hour. Facebook provided a memo outlining the measures it has
implemented to reduce trips to its East and West Campuses (Attachment F). The memo from Facebook
also identifies initial estimates of the penalty and number of exceedances that were finalized as part of
staff’s review of the trip cap log (Attachment E); however, the memo has not been updated. This staff report
summarizes staff’s determination on the actual exceedances and penalties. In addition to the ongoing TDM
measures and programs that Facebook implements to reduce trips, the memo outlines that Facebook
opened its Chilco Campus Transit Center (located at 180-200 Jefferson Drive), which is anticipated to
increase ridership of the shuttles and trams due to consolidation of the shuttle routes in a convenient
location and increased efficiency.
Staff believes that Facebook’s current operations such as its robust and documented effective TDM plan,
the opening of the Chilco Campus Transit Center, anticipated upcoming occupancy of Building 22 (which
will increase employee capacity at the West Campus and likely reduce the employment density on the East
Campus), and modifications to ensure compliance of the trip cap for the East Campus should result in
compliance going forward. Therefore, staff recommends that the Planning Commission find that Facebook
has made a good faith compliance effort for the East Campus DA, including the trip cap component.
West Campus DA
The West Campus DA (for Facebook’s Building 20) includes 11 requirements that are associated with the
annual DA tracking. These requirements fall into two categories, One-Time Requirements and Ongoing
Activities. Requirements that apply only to project construction (e.g. 7.3.1 and 7.3.2) are also classified as
One-Time Actions since once construction is completed the obligation no longer applies. All of the Ongoing
Activities are required to be implemented after the West Campus has been constructed and occupied. As a
result, these items have been classified as Conditional/No Action Required. A detailed description of the
requirements of the DA for the West Campus is contained in Attachments G and H, respectively. The
summary of the implementation status of the 11 West Campus DA requirements is provided below:
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Table 2: Campus Expansion DA
One-Time Actions
(Attachment G)

Ongoing Activities
(Attachment H)

Completed

5

4

In Progress/Ongoing
(Acceptable Progress)

0

0

Conditional / No Action Required

0

2

Unacceptable Progress/No
Information Provided

0

0

Implementation Status

There have been no changes to the compliance status of the One-Time Actions and Ongoing Activities for
the West Campus DA. The triggers for the conditional items have not been met at this time. The summary
of the One-Time Actions are in Attachment G and the summary of the Ongoing Activities are in Attachment
H.
Trip cap compliance
The West Campus also has a trip cap requirement. The system has been installed and is counting properly.
The City continues to monitor compliance with the trip cap requirements. Facebook is in compliance with
the trip cap specified in the CDP. The reliability factor, discussed in the East Campus section above, applies
to the West Campus as well. The trip cap for the West Campus is combined with the Campus Expansion
Project trip cap and the site is in compliance with the trip cap.
Campus Expansion Project DA
The Facebook Campus Expansion Project DA (for Facebook’s Buildings 21 and 22, and the hotel) includes
39 requirements that are associated with the annual DA tracking. These requirements also fall into two
categories, One-Time Actions and Ongoing Activities. Requirements that apply only to project construction
are also classified as One-Time Actions since once construction is completed the obligation no longer
applies. All of the Ongoing Activities are required to be implemented after the Campus Expansion Project
has been constructed and occupied. However, since the project is phased, some Ongoing Activities will be
required during construction of the future phases. Occupancy of Building 22 has not yet been granted;
however, three In Progress items have been completed since the last annual review. Due to the phased
nature of the project, some items are still identified as Conditional/No Action Required. If an Ongoing
Activity was completed during the last year, it has been identified as completed in the attached table. A
detailed description of the requirements of the DA for the Campus Expansion Project is contained in
Attachments I and J, respectively. The summary of the implementation status of the 39 requirements is
provided below including updates since the last annual review:
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Table 3: Campus Expansion DA
One-Time Actions
(Attachment I)

Ongoing Activities
(Attachment J)

Completed

9

9

In Progress/Ongoing
(Acceptable Progress)

10

5

Conditional / No Action Required

3

3

Unacceptable Progress/No
Information Provided

0

0

Implementation Status

Facebook has made a good faith effort to comply with the terms of the DA for the Campus Expansion
Project, including the terms of the Amendment to the DA (adopted in November 2017). In February 2020,
the City Council approved the amended and restated CDP for the increase in hotel rooms and reduction in
parking for the future citizenM hotel. The timeline for construction is not known at this time but a number of
DA items must be implemented along with the construction and occupancy of the hotel. Those items are
generally categorized as conditional in the attached tracking tables.
The timelines to deliver some items in the DA have been extended but staff believes Facebook has
generally made a good faith effort to comply with the terms of the DA. The Chilco Street Frontage
Improvements were anticipated to be constructed in phases. Phases 3a and 3b have been combined with
Phase 4a, Phase 5, and Phase 6. These phases were anticipated to be completed by early April; however
with the current ban on construction activities the completion timeline is not known. The only portion of
these phases outstanding is the planting/irrigation and will resume once the construction ban is lifted. These
frontage improvements would be completed concurrent with initial occupancy of Building 22. For reference,
Phases 3a and 3b were originally required to be completed prior to Occupancy of Building 21. Design
modifications and coordination with Samtrans across the Dumbarton Corridor have extended the timeline of
the project. Facebook has been working with the City to complete these improvements by combining these
with Phases 5 and 6. While construction is currently stopped due to the Covid-19 pandemic, once
construction activities begin again these phases will be finished prior to occupancy of Building 22. Phase 4b
is currently under review by City staff and anticipated to be completed by August 2021. Facebook has
worked to accommodate modifications to project phasing and design in good faith with the City. While
Phase 4b will not be constructed prior to occupancy of Building 22, all other phases are anticipated to be
complete prior to occupancy of Building 22.
The timeline has also been extended on the Housing Inventory and Local Supply Study (Item 8.1.1).
Facebook partnered with UC Berkeley Center for Cities and Schools and its Y-Plan group. UC Berkeley and
the Y-Plan group presented to the Menlo Park City Council in April 2019 and the study was anticipated to be
completed by the end of Summer 2019; however, the final study has not been completed. The City received
a draft of the study in early 2020 to understand the proposed framework for the report and UC Berkeley has
indicated that the final study is anticipated to be submitted to the City in the near future. City staff has also
reviewed the outreach and framework for the study and believes that the study meets the requirements for
stakeholder and community engagement and overall process identified in the DA. Documentation provided
by Facebook documents the outreach to individuals, elected officials/city staff, and local community
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organizations, as well as presentations to local stakeholders, Facebook employees, and the East Palo Alto
and Menlo Park City Councils. Once the City receives the final study it will be published on the City website
for review by the community and used to inform the Housing Innovation Fund (Item 8.1.2).
The Housing Innovation Fund (Item 8.1.2) would implement near-term actions from the Housing Inventory
and Local Supply Study and therefore, would be developed concurrently with the completion of the study
and further developed after completion of the study. However, staff will be working with Facebook to ensure
that the necessary items required to ensure an efficient implementation are completed prior to the
finalization of the Housing Inventory and Local Supply Study.
Another key “in progress” project is the Affordable Housing Preservation Pilot Program (Item 8.1.3).
Facebook states that it pursued multiple options that ultimately were unsuccessful. The first project was a
secondary dwelling unit program that Facebook determined did not fit within the Affordable Housing
Preservation Pilot Program, but that Facebook is exploring the project separately. The second project was
the purchase of a multi-family building in partnership with an affordable housing developer, but the proposal
fell through. Therefore, Facebook partnered with Local Initiatives Support Coalition (LISC), to implement the
program, upon authorization of the City. The first payment to LISC was made in August 2019 and Facebook
is finalizing the documents for the remaining payment. Staff believes that these efforts constitute a good
faith effort to comply with the terms of the DA and anticipates this item being completed this year and will be
incorporated into the 2020 DA annual review that will take place in early 2021.
The Campus Expansion DA identifies that the publicly accessible open space would be provided in two
phases: an interim public open space and a final public open space. Per the DA and CDP, the interim park
is required to be completed prior to occupancy of Building 22 and the final park would be completed after
TE Connectivity vacates Building 305. TE Connectivity vacated the site earlier than anticipated (December
2019) and Facebook has requested flexibility to construct the publicly accessible open space in one phase.
The proposal would result in the construction of the final public open space earlier than anticipated by the
CDP and DA (but would not include an interim publicly accessible open space prior to occupancy of
Building 22). Staff has determined that provision of the final open space without an interim phase achieves
compliance with the requirements. In order to construct the final phase sooner, Facebook would begin
construction on the entire public open space concurrent with the granting of occupancy of Building 22. Staff
has evaluated the proposal submitted by Facebook and the information provided and determined that the
earlier delivery of the entire publicly accessible open space would be more beneficial than completing the
interim publicly accessible open space and then shortly thereafter closing off the space to demolish Building
305 and construct the final publicly accessible open space.
Further, the timing for the delivery of the bicycle and pedestrian bridge over Bayfront expressway is
currently unknown as Facebook was delayed in obtaining PG&E approval of an easement for the bridge
foundation within its easement due to PG&E’s bankruptcy filing in early 2019. Facebook has been diligently
working with PG&E and California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) to obtain approval of the easement.
The DA includes an automatic extension for the delivery of the bridge due to situations outside the control of
Facebook, such as this situation. Access to the bicycle and pedestrian bridge would be through the publicly
accessible open space. Due to these factors, staff believes that the modification to the timing for the
delivery of the publicly accessible open space is warranted and believes that Facebook has made a good
faith effort to comply with the bicycle and pedestrian bridge and public open space requirements.
The Campus Expansion Project and the West Campus (Building 20) are under a common trip cap, which is
in compliance with the Trip Cap for the project site.
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Requirements of the CDPs
As part of this annual review staff has also reviewed the implementation status of the major infrastructure
improvements identified in the CDPs for both the East Campus, West Campus, and Campus Expansion
projects. For reference, the West Campus CDP was incorporated into the Amended and Restated CDP for
the Facebook Campus Expansion Project. For the sake of simplicity, only the East Campus CDP numbers
are provided when the improvement is identified in both CDP documents. The original schedule required
bonding for the improvements within 90 days after the approval of the DA, and the submittal of complete
construction/ improvement plans within 180 days of approval of the DA. Once Caltrans (and/or the cities of
Menlo Park and East Palo Alto) approve the construction plans, construction is required to be completed
within 180 days. The CDP schedule contains no deadlines for the review and approval of the encroachment
permit by either Caltrans or the City of East Palo Alto since these outside agencies have their own
processing requirements and timelines.
The following table summarizes the status of the various infrastructure requirements contained in the CDPs
for the East and West Campus Projects. As shown below, Facebook has made progress at meeting their
obligations under their CDPs. During the next annual review cycle, it is expected that the remaining
substantially completed improvement will be complete and accepted by the City. Acceptance of the
improvements by the City is the last step in any public infrastructure project.
Table 4: CDP Completion Status Summary
Status Summary

Number

Project Complete, Work Accepted by the City
Project Substantially Completed, the improvements have not
been accepted by the City
Project still under design development/Encroachment Permit
has not been issued/Construction has not started

9
1

0

A summary of the status of each of these required public improvements is provided in the following table.
For the remaining “95%” project, City staff has met with Facebook regarding the remaining corrective
actions needed to complete the University Avenue Trail Improvements. These final corrective items were
anticipated to be completed in 2019 but are still outstanding. The City’s Public Works Department will be
working with Facebook to identify appropriate permits, plans, and documents that are needed now so
Facebook can expeditiously complete these improvements once the current shelter in place order is lifted
and construction activities can resume.
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Table 5: Status of Facebook East and West Campuses CDP/EIR Infrastructure
Improvements
Encroachment Permit
CDP
Requirement

Construction
Substantially
Complete

Percent
Complete

Bond Paid

Applied For

Received











100%











100%











95%











100%











100%











100%











100%











100%











100%











100%

Started

EAST CAMPUS
Willow Rd. &
Bayfront Expway.
lane widening
and bike lanes
(EC CDP 10.1)
Willow Rd. &
Middlefield Rd.
lane and signal
revisions
(EC CDP 10.2)
University Ave. &
Bayfront Expway.
trail
improvement
(EC CDP 10.3)
Bayfront Expway.
& Chrysler Drive
lane restriping
(EC CDP 10.4)
Marsh Rd. &
Bayfront Expway.
lane restriping
(EC CDP 10.5)
Marsh Rd. &
US101 NB
ramp widening
(EC CDP 10.6)
Willow Rd. &
Newbridge St.
lane widening
(EC CDP 10.7)
WEST CAMPUS
Bayfront Expway.
Undercrossing
(WC CDP 10.0)
University Ave. &
Donahoe St.
restriping
(WC CDP 12.10)
Willow Rd.
Median,
emergency
vehicle access
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The infrastructure improvement projects listed in the table above are substantially complete but minor
finalizations are still necessary for one of the items. The infrastructure improvements associated with the
Campus Expansion Project CDP include the bicycle and pedestrian bridge, the publicly accessible open
space, and the on-site recycled water system for Buildings 21 and 22. The bicycle and pedestrian bridge
and the first phase of the publicly accessible open space are required to be completed prior to occupancy of
Building 22; however, as stated previously the City believes that modifying the timing for the delivery of the
open space to complete the final public open space phase earlier than anticipated is beneficial. In addition,
construction of the bridge cannot begin until the CPUC approves an easement for the foundations through
the PG&E easement. Once construction can resume again following the lifting of the current shelter in place
order, City staff will work with Facebook to prioritize the delivery of these infrastructure improvements. The
on-site recycled water system has been installed in Building 21 and is currently undergoing commissioning,
which must be completed before the issuance of the permit to operate the system.
The following table outlines the infrastructure improvements associated with the Mitigation Measure
Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the Campus Expansion Project.
Table 6: Status Of Facebook Campus Expansion Project CDP Infrastructure Improvements
CDP Requirement

Timeline

TRA-1.1(c) Bayfront
Expressway and Willow
Road Improvements
TRA-1.1(d) Bayfront
Expressway and
University Avenue
Future Grade
Separation Project
Study Report (PSR)
TRA-1.1(f) Chilco Street
and Constitution Drive

Construct improvement
within 180 Days of
Caltrans Approval
Prior to Occupancy of
Building 21

Completed

Completed

PSR on file with the City

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 22

In Progress

TRA-1.1(i) Bayfront
Expressway and
Building 20 Entrance

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 21

Completed

TRA-1.1(m) Bayfront
Expressway and

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 21

Completed

Pre-construction
requirements
completed; Construction
in progress and will
resume after shelter in
place order lifted.
Microsimulation
provided to document
that new intersection
would not result in
queuing into Building 20
intersection.
Microsimulation
provided in TRA-1.1(i)
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Proposed Building 21
Entrance
TRA-1.2 Reduce Peak
Hour Trip Share for
Peak Period to 50
Percent of Total Trips
(West Campus and East
Campus)
TRA-3.1 Provide
Measures to Reduce
Cut Through Traffic in
the Belle Haven
Neighborhood

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 21

Completed

Implement Measures
Prior to Occupancy of
Building 22

In Progress

TRA-4.1 (a) Pedestrian
Connections:
Constitution Drive

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 21

Completed

TRA-5.1 (a) Bicycle
Connections: Hamilton
Avenue
TRA-5.1 (b) Bicycle
Connections:
Northbound access

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 22

Completed

Prior to Occupancy of
Building 22

In Progress

also applicable to
proposed new
intersection.
East “Classic” Campus
DA and CDP amended
to incorporate TRA-1.2.
limits into the Trip Cap
Policy for the East
Campus
Neighborhood study is
completed. Facebook
and City Staff working
on logistics to install
appropriate trial
measures.
Completed after
temporary occupancy of
Building 21 but prior to
building permit final
sign-off

Pre-construction
requirements
completed; Construction
mostly completed.

All required infrastructure-based mitigation measures from the Campus Expansion Project are on schedule.
Improvements required prior to occupancy of Building 21 have been construction/implemented.
Impact on City Resources
Facebook is required to pay all costs associated with this review to fully cover the cost of staff time spent on
the review of these projects.
Environmental Review
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that activities which meet the definition of a
Project be evaluated for their potential impacts on the environment. The Annual Review of the Development
Agreements has no potential to result in an impact to the environment and does not meet the definition of a
Project under CEQA; as a result, no environmental review or determination is needed. The environmental
impacts of the original East and West Campus projects and their associated development agreements were
evaluated and considered at the time projects were initially approved by the City in 2012, 2013, 2016, 2017,
and 2020 respectively.

City of Menlo Park

701 Laurel St., Menlo Park, CA 94025 tel 650-330-6600 www.menlopark.org

Staff Report #: 20-024-PC
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Public Notice
Public Notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting.
Attachments
A. Recommended Actions
B. Location Map
C. East Campus Development Agreement One-Time Action Status
D. East Campus Development Agreement Ongoing Activities Status
E. 2019 East Campus Trip Cap Log
F. Memo from Facebook regarding East Campus trip cap corrective measures
G. West Campus Development Agreement One-Time Action Status
H. West Campus Development Agreement Ongoing Activities Status
I. Expansion Campus Development Agreement One-Time Action Status
J. Expansion Campus Development Agreement Ongoing Activities Status
Report prepared by:
Kyle Perata, Principal Planner
Report reviewed by:
Corinna Sandmeier, Senior Planner

City of Menlo Park

701 Laurel St., Menlo Park, CA 94025 tel 650-330-6600 www.menlopark.org
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ATTACHMENT A

Facebook Development Agreements – Attachment A: Recommended Actions
LOCATION:
1 Hacker Way,
1 Facebook Way,
300 Constitution Drive

PROJECT NUMBER:
N/A

APPLICANT:
Facebook, Inc.

OWNER:
Facebook, Inc.

REQUEST: Make a determination that Facebook has made good faith efforts to implement the
provisions of the three development agreements (DA) during the 2019 DA Review Year.
DECISION ENTITY: Planning
Commission

DATE: May 4, 2020

ACTION: TBD

VOTE: TBD (Barnes, Doran, Tate, Kennedy, Kahle, Riggs, DeCardy)
ACTION:
1. Make a finding that the Annual Review of the Development Agreements has no potential to result in
an impact to the environment and does not meet the definition of a Project under the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
2. Make a finding that Facebook has implemented the provisions of its East Campus, West Campus,
and Campus Expansion Development Agreements and associated amendments during the 2019
Development Agreement Review Year.
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DATE: 05/04/20

SHEET: 1

´

LOCATION MAP
301-309 CONSTITUTION DRIVE & 1 FACEBOOK WAY

ATTACHMENT C

DA
Term
7.1

7.2.1

7.2.2

ATTACHMENT C
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Capital Improvement. Facebook shall make a one-time
payment of One Million, One Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,100,000) to the City for the City’s unrestricted use
toward capital improvement projects.
Bicycle/Pedestrian. Facebook shall perform one-time
improvements to the Undercrossing above and beyond
those described in the Project; including to the extent
appropriate, preserving existing art and/or providing wall
surfaces for invited artists to create mural art with the intent
to create an "art gallery" experience for the
pedestrians/bicyclists using the undercrossing. (See also
East Campus CDP, Section 9)
Bicycle/Pedestrian. Facebook shall perform restriping
improvements for bicycle lanes to the following streets on a
one-time basis:
(a) Willow Road and Middlefield Road intersection.

Timeline

Status

Within 45 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(11/2/12).
Within 240 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(5/31/13).

Completed

Within 240 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(5/31/13).

Completed

Notes

Completed

(b) Willow Road and U.S. 101 bridge – Green Lane Bicycle
Striping.

Completed

(c) Willow Road between Hamilton Avenue and Bayfront
Expressway.

Completed

Caltrans did not approve this
improvement or support these
improvements. No further
actions are possible; obligation
satisfied.

* The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2019 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term

ATTACHMENT C
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

(d) Willow Road between Newbridge Street and Ivy Drive.

(e) Willow Road between O'Keefe Street and U.S. 101
(shared lane markings).

Status

Completed

Completed

Shared lane markings were
completed in 2013.
Caltrans did not allow the
proposed improvements. No
additional action by Facebook
is required.

7.2.3

Bicycle/Pedestrian. Facebook shall have a one-time
obligation to investigate the possibility of making crosswalk
improvements to the pedestrian crossings at the US 101
and Willow Road interchange.

Within 240 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(5/31/13).

Completed

7.2.4

Bicycle/Pedestrian. Facebook shall perform one-time
improvements to publicly accessible walking paths, trails
and levees in the immediate vicinity of the Property, subject
to approval by the San Francisco Bay Conservation and
Development Commission (“BCDC”).
Business District. Facebook will have a one-time obligation
to investigate the possibility of creating a business
improvement district in the Willow Road corridor between
US 101 and Bayfront Expressway that includes the
Property. If the business improvement district is feasible
and the adjacent property owners are likewise interested in
creating the business improvement district, Facebook shall
initiate the process for creating the business improvement
district.

Within 240 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(5/31/13).

Completed

Within three years of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(10/3/15).

Completed

7.3

Notes

Facebook conducted contacts
with potentially affected
business owners, there was no
interest in establishing a
business improvement district.
Facebook has completed their
obligation.

* The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2019 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
9.1

9.2

ATTACHMENT C
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Housing. Facebook will explore opportunities to invest in
Prior to February 6, 2026.
low income tax credits for affordable housing projects in the
City and the City of East Palo Alto, including partnering with
a local non-profit housing developer(s) or contributing funds
toward the creation of low, very-low or extremely-low
income housing. Facebook shall report the results of its
explorations to the City’s Community Development Director
upon the City’s Community Development Director’s written
request. The decision of whether to make any investments
will be in Facebook’s sole and absolute discretion.
Housing. Facebook will contact a local real estate
Prior to February 6, 2026.
developer or local real estate developers interested in
building housing projects in the City. Facebook in concert
with the real estate developer(s) will explore ways to
support housing projects, including, but not limited to
investing capital, committing to leasing units or offering
marketing opportunities to Facebook employees.
Facebook shall report the conclusions from this
collaborative effort to the City’s Community Development
Director upon the City’s Community Development Director’s
written request. The decision of whether to provide any
support will be in Facebook’s sole and absolute discretion.

Status

Notes

Completed

Facebook has collaborated
with the St Anton's Housing
Project and provided funding
for Below Market Rate housing
units.

Completed

* The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2019 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
11.

12.

18.1

ATTACHMENT C
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Bay Trail Gap. Facebook will work with Bay Trail
stakeholders, including, but not limited to Mid-peninsula
Regional Open Space District, Association of Bay Area
Governments (ABAG), the City of East Palo Alto and the
City and County of San Francisco and appropriate
members of the business community to close the Bay Trail
Gap, commonly known as Gap No. 2092, which terminates
at the railroad right-of-way on University Avenue.

Utility Undergrounding. Facebook agrees to cooperate with
the City in the City's efforts to underground existing electric
transmission lines located in the vicinity of the property.
However, neither the City nor Facebook will be obligated to
provide funding for utility undergrounding.
Local Purchasing. Facebook shall adopt a program to
incentivize Facebook employees to frequent local
businesses and continue such program for three years from
the Effective Date.

Timeline

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Status

Completed

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Conditional

July 5, 2015: Three year
duration required from
effective date.

Completed

Notes

Facebook previously wrote a
letter to support the project
and Measure A funds. Funds
were received by ABAG.
Facebook has indicated that
they are committed to
providing additional funding, as
needed.
In April 2019, Facebook made
a donation for the completion
of the 0.6 mile segment in East
Palo Alto. Construction began
on the project in the fall of
2019 and is expected to be
completed in summer 2020.
No undergrounding project
was initiated during this annual
review period.
The program operated for the
required three year period.
(This activity was previously
listed as an ongoing action.)

* The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2019 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term

ATTACHMENT C
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

22.1

Sanitary Sewer System Upgrades. Facebook shall
purchase a third wastewater pump to be placed into
reserve in case of pump failure at the Hamilton Henderson
Pump Station. Within 120 days of the Effective Date of this
Agreement, Facebook shall purchase a 3-Phase pump as
approved by West Bay Sanitary District (WBSD).

Facebook shall post a
bond equal to 120 percent
of the cost of the
wastewater pump within 30
days of the satisfaction of
the Conditions Precedent*
(11/2/12).

Completed

22.2

Sanitary Sewer System Upgrades. Facebook shall upsize
114 feet of the existing 12-inch diameter pipeline that runs
north along Hamilton Avenue, beginning at the
Hamilton/Willow Road intersection, to a 15-inch diameter
pipe and apply for a Class 3 permit from WBSD. Facebook
shall post a bond equal to 200 percent of the estimated
cost of the work within 30 days of the satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

Within 90 days of the
Effective Date of this
Agreement (10/3/12)

Completed

Notes

Conditions Precedent. Facebook’s and Owner’s obligations are expressly conditioned on the resolution of all legal challenges, if any, to the EIR,
the Project Approvals and the Project. If no litigation or referendum is commenced challenging the EIR, the Project Approvals and/or the Project,
Facebook’s and Owner's obligations will vest 90 days after the Effective Date, with the effective date being July 5, 2012 and 90 days post that
being October 3, 2012. If litigation or a referendum is commenced challenging the EIR, the Project Approvals and/or the Project, then
Facebook’s and Owner’s obligations will vest on the date of final, non-appealable resolution of all litigation in a manner that is reasonably
acceptable to Facebook and Owner or resolution of the referendum in a manner that is reasonably acceptable to Facebook and Owner. The
conditions described in this Section 6 shall, collectively, be referred to as the “Conditions Precedent.”

* The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2019 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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ATTACHMENT D

DA
Term
5.
8.

10.

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Trip Cap. Facebook shall adhere to the Trip Cap, details
included in the Project Approvals, and incorporated herein by
this reference (CDP Requirement 7).
Annual Payment. During the term of this Agreement,
Facebook and/or Owner shall make an annual payment
(“Annual Payment”) to the City in lieu of sales tax or other
revenue that might otherwise accrue to the City if the
Property was occupied by a sales tax producer. Task 8.1.2 is
now in effect which requires that in each of the first five years
beginning with the first payment on January 1, 2018, the
amount of the Annual Payment shall be Nine Hundred
Thousand ($900,000).

Within 180 days of CDP
Approval.

Completed

The City is receiving regular
automated daily reports.

Due on July 1 of each year
from 2017 to 2021.

Completed

Purchase request made on
6/17/19 with payment to the City
occurring on 7/11/19.

Local Community Fund. Facebook shall create a Local
Community Fund (“LCF”) in partnership with a non-profit
partner to manage and administer the LCF and Facebook shall
contribute Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) to the
LCF. The purpose of the LCF will be to provide support for
local community needs.

Within one year of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(10/3/13)

Completed

See continuing local community
Fund payment under West
Campus DA Term 8 on
Attachment D.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
13.1

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Internship Program. Facebook will create a summer intern
program for residents of the Ravenswood Elementary School
District. The summer intern program will commence with an
initial, pilot program, and then later, if successful, may be
expanded, in Facebook’s sole and absolute discretion, to
include more participants and/or subject areas.

Timeline

No later than summer 2013

Status

Completed

Notes

The Eighth Annual Facebook
Academy Summer Internship was
completed on August 2, 2019.
Nineteen (19) high school
students graduated from the sixweek program.
The students represented the
following schools:
• East Palo Alto Academy
• Menlo-Atherton High School
• Eastside Prep
• Everest Public High School
• Summit Prep
• Menlo School
• Sacred Heart Prep
• Middle College @ Cañada
College

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
13.2

15.

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Encourage Local Jobs. Facebook will work with a local training
program to expand training services for residents of the City
and the City of East Palo Alto. Facebook will also create an
ongoing quarterly series of career development workshops to
commence within one year of the satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent. The workshops will focus on topics
such as resume writing, interviewing skills and how to find a
job via social media, including Facebook. These workshops
will take place in local community centers and/or other
neighborhood sites. In addition, within one year of the
satisfaction of the Conditions Precedent, Facebook will host a
session, promoted in the Belle Haven neighborhood and East
Palo Alto, on how to become a Facebook employee and to
encourage contractors to hire City residents and residents of
the City of East Palo Alto, Facebook will require future
vendors to use reasonable efforts to notify residents of the
City and the City of East Palo Alto when they are hiring new
people to work at the Property in the facilities, culinary and
construction trades. Vendors with existing contracts will be
encouraged to use reasonable efforts to promote local hiring
as openings become available. Facebook will also encourage
campus vendors to host sessions on how to become an
employee of their organization.

Within one year of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(10/3/13)

Adopt-a-Highway. Facebook will adopt a roadway segment in
the vicinity of the Property pursuant to Caltrans' Adopt-AHighway Program. This commitment will be for a period of
five years. If there are no segments available for adoption in
the vicinity of the Property, Facebook’s obligation shall be

Within 180 days of the
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent*
(4/1/13).

Status

Completed

Notes

Conducted a series of job
workshops and fairs in 2019.
Job Workshops:
Feb. (Interviews) –11 Attendees
Feb. (Careers) – 25 Attendees
March (Interviews) – 25
Attendees
March (Resumes) – 25 Attendees
April (Interviews) – 25 Attendees
Job Fairs:
June – Facebook Local
Community Career Development
Event
Results:
44 new hires (direct facebook,
vendors, and contractors)

Completed

46 received job training and were
placed in other jobs (Union
construction jobs including 4 on
the Building 22 project)
1. Bike trail along Highway 84.
Litter removal and vegetation
control done every three
months

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term

16.1

16.2

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

deferred until a segment becomes available. (Moved from
One-Time to Ongoing activity in 2018 Annual Review.)

Timeline

Environmental Education. When performing work that might
impact the San Francisco Bay, Facebook will hire an
environmental consultant knowledgeable about the San
Francisco Bay and associated marsh habitats to ensure that
endangered species, particularly the Salt Marsh Harvest
Mouse and Clapper Rail, are not harmed.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Environmental Education. Facebook will cooperate with the
Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge
(“Refuge”) team and related nonprofit groups on habitat
protection and restoration adjacent to the Property.
Facebook will establish an ongoing, in-house point of contact
for the Refuge, nonprofit groups and related agencies to
ensure collaborative success.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Status

Completed

Completed

Notes

2. Northbound and Southbound
Willow/101 ramps. Litter
removal and vegetation
control are on hold due to the
overpass construction.
Construction completed in July
2019 and Facebook
investigating restarting litter
removal and vegetation
control for Willow Road/101
ramps in 2020 if available.
Facebook has retained HT Harvey
& Associates to ensure
compliance with this
requirement.
WRA Environmental Consultants
hired for bike/ped bridge project
(requirement of Campus
Expansion DA).
Lauren Swezey continues to be
the point of contact, and meets
periodically with the various
stakeholders (Audubon, Citizens
Committee to Complete the
Refuge, US Fish & Wildlife/
SFBNW Refuge, South Bay Salt
Pond Restoration project, etc.) to
discuss FB activities/projects.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
16.3

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Environmental Education. Facebook will educate employees
and visitors about the unique species next to the Property
and their habitat requirements. Such education may include
installing interpretive signage and/or hosting educational
programs.

Timeline

Prior to February 6, 2026.
Earth Week 2018

Status

Completed

Notes

Facebook conducted the
following activities:
Conducted periodic educational
tours for our employees with the
following:
1. Audubon Society – First
Friday of the month
(ongoing throughout
2019).
2. San Francisco Bay Bird
Observatory provided FB
opportunities to engage in
their monitoring work in
the local marshland.
FB employees provided with
opportunity to volunteer with
Save the Bay and participate in
Bay Day
Earth Week 2019
Brought in Bill Leikam "The Fox
Guy" to present on the Gray Fox
in the local baylands.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

16.4

Environmental Education. Facebook will engage in "wildlifefriendly" behavior, such as: (a) adopting policies requiring
the trapping and removal of feral cats and the leashing of
dogs when using trails located on the Property, (b) employing
wildlife-safe rodent control measures, and (c) encouraging
beneficial species.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Completed

1. Feral Cat Trapping on the
Levee Trail occurred in
March, June, September and
December. No feral cats were
caught.
2. Facebook encourages leash
use on site.
3. Facebook is using the least
toxic approaches to rodent
control, and do not trap for
rodents near the bay trail.
4. Facebook is planting
beneficial plant species
growth on the bay trail
through hand weeding and
by avoiding removal of native
plants.

17.1

On-going Environmental Commitments. When performing
landscape improvements, Facebook and/or Owner will
minimize (or require the minimization of) potential
stormwater runoff through the use of appropriate
techniques, such as grassy swales, rain gardens and other
Low Impact Development (LID) measures.
On-going Environmental Commitments. If Facebook and/or
Owner installs at the Property new windows or new window
treatments on windows facing the parking lot or the San
Francisco Bay, Facebook and/or Owner will select (or require
the selection of) windows and window treatments that

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Conditional

Facebook has not initiated any
landscape improvements which
would trigger this requirement.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Conditional

Facebook has not initiated the
replacement of any new windows
which would trigger this
requirement.

17.2

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term

17.3

17.4

17.5

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

minimize impacts of light pollution and risk of collision to
birds.
If Facebook and/or Owner installs new lighting in the parking
lot at the Property, Facebook and/or Owner will use (or
require the use of) then available best practices to design and
shield that new lighting so as to confine direct rays to the
Property and not out into the adjacent areas of the San
Francisco Bay.
On-going Environmental Commitments. Except for the
existing basketball court, Facebook and/or Owner will not
create (or permit the creation of) any lighted playing field on
the perimeter of the site that abuts the San Francisco Bay.
Facebook and/or Owner will require the lights on the existing
basketball court to be controlled so that the court is dark
except when in use.
On-going Environmental Commitments. If Facebook and/or
Owner installs new building roofs, window ledges, parking lot
light poles or landscaping changes, Facebook and/or Owner
will use (or require use of) then available best practices to
ensure that the new building roofs, window ledges, parking
lot light poles or landscaping changes do not create sites for
predatory bird species to roost or nest.
On-going Environmental Commitments. When performing
landscape improvements to those portions of the Property
that abut the San Francisco Bay, Facebook and/or the Owner
will consult with (or require consultation with) a qualified
environmental consultant familiar with California native plant
communities and select (or require the selection of) suitable
native plants for landscaping.

Timeline

Status

Notes

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Conditional

Facebook has not initiated any
lighting improvements which
would trigger this requirement.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Conditional

Facebook has not initiated any
improvements which would
trigger this requirement.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Completed

Facebook continues to utilize
landscape architects and wildlife
biologists from HT Harvey &
Associates on all exterior
landscape renovations.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
18.2

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Local Purchasing. When purchasing goods that can be
sourced locally, Facebook shall endeavor to purchase goods
from vendors located in the City if the quality, price, terms
and conditions are competitive.

Timeline

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Status

Completed

Notes

According to Facebook, the
following are some of the local
businesses were patronized.
In Menlo Park: American Printing,
Back-A-Yard, Bank of the West,
BrightView, Landscape Services,
Inc., Cafe Borrone, Cafe Zoe,
Cartelligent, Cheeky Monkey,
Coffeebar Melo Park 2.0, Dashi,
Donut Delite, Eric's Gourmet
Food & Catering, Five Star Pizza,
Jonathan’s Fish & Chips, Levant
Desert, Lulu’s Mexican Food, Mi
Taqueria, SAJJ Mediterranean,
Starbucks, Togos, Willows
Market, and Wund3rSCHOOL.

18.3

Local Purchasing. When engaging vendors to provide on-site
services to employees (e.g., chiropractic services), Facebook
shall endeavor to engage vendors that are located in the City
if their services satisfy Facebook's needs and the quality,
price, terms and conditions are competitive.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Completed

18.4

Local Purchasing. If the Menlo Gateway project is developed,
Facebook will consider adding the hotel built as part of that
project to its list of preferred hotels for visitors.

Prior to February 6, 2026.

Completed

In East Palo Alto: Cardenas
Market, Mi Cazuela, and Three
Brothers Tacos.
Facebook indicates that they
continue to evaluate all local
vendors and hire locally when
feasible. Many are smaller
vendors that have difficulty
managing Facebook’s large scale
projects.
The hotel in the Menlo Gateway
Project is open and employees
are using the restaurant and

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term

ATTACHMENT D
EAST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

19.

Transportation Demand Management Information Sharing.
To help mitigate regional traffic, Facebook agrees to share its
Transportation Demand Management best practices with
other interested Silicon Valley companies that request such
information from Facebook.

Ongoing through to
February 6, 2026.

Completed

20.

Volunteerism. Facebook will actively promote local volunteer
opportunities in the City and the City of East Palo Alto to all
its employees. Such promotion shall include the creation of
an internal Facebook page for the posting of volunteer
opportunities. Facebook will host a "Local Community (NonProfit) Organization Fair" on the Property.

Annually through February
6, 2026.

Completed

Notes

hotel facility. This hotel is
considered a “Preferred Hotel”
for business guests and employee
travel.
The Transportation Team
regularly shares information
through the Bay Area Council or
Silicon Valley Leadership Group.
At other times, they share
directly with their TDM peers at
other companies. They continue
to partner with Silicon Valley
Bicycle Coalition.
Facebook held a Local
Community Organization
(Volunteer) Fair on campus for
employees on October 15, 2019.
30 local nonprofits visited
campus and had interactions
with about 415 employees.

Conditions Precedent. Facebook’s and Owner’s obligations are expressly conditioned on the resolution of all legal challenges, if any, to the EIR, the Project Approvals and the
Project. If no litigation or referendum is commenced challenging the EIR, the Project Approvals and/or the Project, Facebook’s and Owner's obligations will vest 90 days after
the Effective Date, with the effective date being July 5, 2012 and 90 days post that being October 3, 2012. If litigation or a referendum is commenced challenging the EIR,
the Project Approvals and/or the Project, then Facebook’s and Owner’s obligations will vest on the date of final, non-appealable resolution of all litigation in a manner that is
reasonably acceptable to Facebook and Owner or resolution of the referendum in a manner that is reasonably acceptable to Facebook and Owner. The conditions described
in this Section 6 shall, collectively, be referred to as the “Conditions Precedent”.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 East Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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ATTACHMENT E
Last updated 2/28/2020

Exclusion/Penalty

Date

Time

Trip Cap
Limit

Trips

# of Trips - Reliability
Overage
Factor Adjustment +
(Including
Rideshare Trips
Rideshare Trips)

Estimated
Penalty

PENALTY

2/1/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

12/8/2018
1 Event Exclusion regained - Event Exclusion 9 regained.
$588.30
1,398
1,320
10

PENALTY

2/19/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,440

1,359

49

PENALTY

2/22/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,415

1,336

26

$1,529.58

*PENALTY

4/4/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,434

1,354

44

$2,588.52

PENALTY

4/11/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,422

1,342

32

$1,882.56

Event Exclusion 92

5/2/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,300

1,319

9

Event Exclusion Information

$2,882.67

1. Integrity Week H1 2019 9:30 AM - 7:00 PM, 300 participants
Integrity Week is a biannual global event whose purpose is to spread knowledge, make
connections, talk trends transparently, and communicate goals across the entire Integrity
space.
2. DevOps Enforcement Summit 2019 9:00 AM - 7:30 PM, 50 participants.
Global summit on development operations enforcement.
3. EFTW Achievement Summit Day 1 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM, 190 participants
EFTW is hosting an Achievement Summit with 150+ students and facilitators to recognize
their work in the Engineer for the Week program, build key skills in CS and engage with
engineers from Facebook. Guests are students and teachers.

Event Exclusion 103

5/3/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,298

1,317

7

1. EFTW Achievement Summit Day 2 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM, 190 participants
EFTW is hosting an Achievement Summit with 150+ students and facilitators to recognize
their work in the Engineer for the Week program, build key skills in CS and engage with
engineers from Facebook. Guests are students and teachers.

Event Exclusion 111

5/8/2020

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,304

1,323

13

1. Blood Drive #2 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM, 50 participants
Blood donation drive.
2. GMS Orientation Day 2 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM, 160 participants
Orientation for national and international employees for the Global Marketing Summit.
3. Women in Engineering 9:00 AM - 9:00 PM, 1500 participants
All day conference for women in technology.

Event Exclusion 12

5/24/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,299

1,318

8

6/6/2019
1 Event Exclusions regained - Event Exclusion 12 regained.

E1

1. Teach Access | Study Away Silicon Valley 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM 45 participants
Teach Access Silicon Valley Study Away program brings together students, university
faculty members, and industry partners to explore the field of accessible technology design
and development in Silicon Valley.

*Event Exclusion 121

6/7/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,342

1,361

1. 7th Annual Half Marathon 8:00 AM - 11:00 AM, 1,200 participants
Annual half marathon, 10K, 5K fun run/walk for supporting The Fit Kids Foundation.

51

2. State of Young People 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM, 450 participants
To support and learn from their efforts, America’s Promise in partnership with Facebook
Education will host the State of Young People, a youth led and designed gathering that will
bring together young people with the nation’s leading adult advocates for youth, as well as
business and community leaders.
3. Career Day for Chinatown Community Development Center 9:30 AM - 12:30 PM, 40
participants.
Chinatown Community Development Center is a affordable housing nonprofit, who works
with community members young and old every day to help build a stronger community in
Chinatown and across San Francisco. Facebook Public Policy is hosting a group of 30
CCDC youth who live in their affordable housing for a career day.

6/8/2019
6/21/2019
6/22/2019
3 Event Exclusions regained - Event Exclusion 10, 11, 12 regained.
Event Exclusion 104

7/19/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,370

1,389

1. High School Preview Day 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM, 100 participants
Underrepresented high school seniors admitted into computer science programs in the Fall
are invited to learn about Facebook and the FB University program.

79

2. Hack 63 - Day 3 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM, 100 participants
The final day in a 3 day overnight "camping" hackathon on the Facebook campus.
Employees come and go from the campus throughout the day, some return home in the
morning.

7/20/2019
1 Event Exclusions regained - Event Exclusion 10 regained.
Event Exclusion 105

7/22/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,313

1,332

1. Community Voices Interviews 6 AM - 10 AM, 12 participants
Interviews being conducted with Facebook Community Leadership Program participants
throughout the day.

22

2. Facebook Community Leadership Program Meet-Up #3 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM, 54
participants.
An offline reunion of global community leaders for a week of connection and learning.

7/26/2019
1 Event Exclusions regained - Event Exclusion 10 regained.
Event Exclusion 106

8/22/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,318

1,337

1. Global Literacy & Accessibility Challenge 8 AM - 5 PM, 33 participants
Winners and finalists of the Global Literacy & Accessibility Challenge research awards
from around the world who have conducted research to better understand and address
needs of people with low literacy skills are invited for an award ceremony.

27

2. Q3 Facebook All Hands 10 AM - 11:30 AM 3,000 participants
Quarterly All Hands meeting conducted in the Facebook Classic Campus courtyard.

E2

Event Exclusion 112

8/23/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,334

1,353

43

PENALTY

9/13/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,301

1,320

10

$588.30

PENALTY

9/27/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,337

1,356

46

$2,706.18

1. TIDE Academy Event 9:30 AM - 4:30 PM, 130 participants
TIDE Academy Challenge Day event.

PENALTY

10/11/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,326

1,345

35

$2,059.05

*PENALTY

10/14/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,346

1,365

55

$3,235.65

Event Exclusion 122

11/11/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,374

1,393

83

1. FB Vets@ Operation Gratitude 9:00 AM - 1:00 PM, 200 attendees
A series of volunteer events hosted at the Facebook campus (ex: build a Battalion Buddy
Bears).

11/12/2019
1 Event Exclusions regained - Event Exclusion 12 regained.

Tier 1 Penalty
Tier 2 Penalty
Tier 3 Penalty

PENALTY

12/13/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,315

1,334

24

$1,411.92

PENALTY

12/17/2019

AM Peak (8-9)

1,310

1,324

1,343

33

$1,941.39

$58.83
$117.68
$235.35

* Date not initially noted in the exceedance log.
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$21,414.12

ATTACHMENT F

Facebook Trip Cap Memorandum
Date: February 24, 2020
Subject: Facebook 2019 Trip Count History and Congestion Mitigation Efforts
TO: ktperata@menlopark.org
CC: slrobinson@menlopark.org; MEMuenzer@menlopark.org; fergus@fb.com; arsla
ner@fb.com;
Commissioners: andrew@barnes210.com, cdecardy@gmail.com,
mdoranplanning@gmail.com, KahleMenloPark@yahoo.com,
camillegkennedy@gmail.com, hlriggs@comcast.net, tatemenlopark@gmail.com

Dear Planning Commissioners,
Facebook Trip Cap Summary
Facebook is committed to mitigating its impact on traffic, and we have maintained a
best in class TDM plan since moving to Menlo Park in 2011. Our TDM plan, which we
have continued to improve over the years, has allowed us to regularly meet our trip
generation obligations and to divert a significant proportion of our employees from
commuting via single occupancy vehicles. An update to the trip counting software
was made to improve accuracy (large vehicles were previously double counted).
This fix was reflected in full starting April 17, 2019.
In 2019 we exceeded the East Campus trip cap on 5 days—a reduction from the 12
exceedances in 2018—and have remained in compliance with the West Campus trip
thus far. The 5 exceedances occurred in the 8 AM – 9 AM period and averaged 30
trips over the peak hour cap, which is 3 trips less than our average overage in 2018.
Trip reduction continues to a primary focus and we have continued our efforts to
reduce congestion. Below are some of the steps we have taken.

Vehicle Traffic Mitigation Measures
Transit and Transit Parking Subsidy
Facebook has a Transit Incentive Program that offers employees a generous
monthly transit pass subsidy and a transit parking subsidy. This subsidy continues
to be offered at all Bay Area locations.

F1

Carpool Program
In addition to our robust vanpool program, in 2019 we launched a new carpool
matching platform that matches nearby commuters into quick and efficient carpools
to reduce single-occupant vehicle trips.
Bike Program
Facebook has an extensive bike program that includes campus circulation bikes,
bike repair shops, lockers, showers, secure bike parking, training classes, organized
commuter rides, and a bike rental. We have begun organizing Bike to Work Day
event each month on our campus and host a public energizer station on Bay Area
Bike to Work Day.
Campus Transit Center
In 2019, we created a new transit center (opened in February 2020) and
refurbished an existing transit center to make operations more efficient and
ultimately make shuttle ridership more attractive. These transit centers are
conveniently located near bike shops and commute help desks.
Vanpool Program
The vanpool program has continued to grow and has hit a milestone 100+ active
vanpools. Each vanpool carries 3-5 passengers each day and vehicle, toll, and fuel
are covered.
Continuing Efforts
While Facebook Transportation is always working on creative solutions to minimize
vehicle congestion across the entire Menlo Park site, we have made a focused effort
to address the new trip cap thresholds at East Campus. We are constantly adjusting
and trying different approaches to be a good neighbor and deliver on our
commitment to manage our traffic and reduce congestion.
Sincerely,
Michael Alba
Facebook
Head of Transportation Operations, Bay Area

F2

ATTACHMENT G
ATTACHMENT G
WEST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS

DA
Term
Task/Requirement/Action*
6.
Capital Improvements. Within 60 days of the later of
(a) City sign off on final building permits allowing
occupancy of the West Campus by Owner and (b)
Owner's receipt of City's request for payment, Owner
shall make a one-time payment of $100,000 to the
City for the City's unrestricted use toward capital
improvement projects that benefit the adjacent Belle
Haven neighborhood.
7.3.1 Sales and Use Taxes. For all construction work
performed on the project, should include a provision in
all construction contracts for $5 million or more to
record a sub-permit from CA State Board of
Equalization to book and record construction materials
purchases/sales as sales originating in the City.
7.3.2 Sales and Use Taxes. From the purchase of
furnishings, equipment and personal property for initial
occupancy of the building, owner shall maximize sales
and use taxes to be received by the City.

8.

Local Community Fund. Facebook shall contribute an
additional $100,000 to the Local Community Fund
within one year of occupancy. However, if the fund is
depleted at the time the owner receives a core and
shell permit, owner shall make a payment within 6
months of conditions precedent.

Timeline
Payable within 60 days
of Certificate of
Occupancy.

Status
Completed

Throughout duration of
construction through
occupancy (not
applicable to future
remodeling or
construction).
Applicable throughout
the duration of
construction and initial
occupancy (not
applicable to future
remodeling or
construction).
Within one year of final
building permit sign-off,
or sooner if the fund is
depleted at the time the
owner receives a core
and shell permit.

Completed

Notes
Paid on June 22, 2015.

Completed

Facebook indicated that
they paid over $277,000
through the Second
Quarter of 2015, aligning
with occupancy of Building
20.

Completed

Completed in 2015.
Additional annual funding
of $100,000 incorporated
into Campus Expansion
Project DA.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 West Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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ATTACHMENT G
WEST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS

DA
Term
Task/Requirement/Action*
10. Design and Environment.

Use of Gehry Partners as Architect of record.

Timeline
Prior to approval of the
building plans for the
West Campus.

Status
Completed

Notes

Gehry Partners is the
architect of record on the
project.

The green roof shall be designed consistent with
project approvals.

Core and shell permit
approved in 2014
incorporated roof
landscaping designs
consistent with original
approval.

Owner will design building to be LEED Gold
equivalency.

LEED Report indicated the
building achieved LEED
Gold under Building Design
and Construction (BD+C)
v2009

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 West Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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ATTACHMENT H

DA
Term

ATTACHMENT H
WEST CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

7.1

Recurring Public Benefits Payment. $150,000/year

7.2

Property Tax Guarantee. Facebook shall pay the City the
positive difference between the projected assessed
value and property tax collected.

9.

Recycling. Facebook agrees to use the City's franchisee
for all trash and recycling services, provided the price is
the same as that charged to other commercial users in
the City.
Public Access. Public access shall be permitted on the
landscaped area adjacent to the undercrossing (in
addition to the dedicated access easement).
Future Pedestrian/Bike Access. If a public transit agency
provides service proximate to the West Campus, and
locates a stop near Willow Road and the rail spur and
there is not a convenient alternative to service adjacent
properties, owner will work with City to explore a
bike/pedestrian route on the West Campus.
Facebook East Campus Benefits. If some of the
commitments under the East Campus DA terminate,
they shall be required under the West Campus
Development Agreement.

11.
12.

13.

Timeline

Status

Notes

Payments are due on July
1 beginning after building
occupancy is approved
and continue for 10 years.
Payment due the first tax
fiscal year following the
initial reassessment of the
property and shall
continue for 10 years.

Completed

Paid on July 9, 2019.

Completed

For lifetime of
development agreement
(February 6, 2026).

Completed

According to the County
Assessor, the assessed value
of the site and building
exceeds the $230 million
assessed value threshold. No
additional payment is required.
Recology provides trash and
recycling services to the West
Campus.

For lifetime of
development agreement
(February 6, 2026).
For lifetime of
development agreement
(February 6, 2026).

Completed

Until the earlier of (i)
Owner and Facebook
vacate West Campus, or
(ii) February 6, 2026.

Conditional

Conditional

The undercrossing and
connecting pathways remain
open for public use.
Additional transit service in
proximity to the West Campus
has not been established. No
action required.
East Campus Development
Agreement still in effect, this
requirement is not applicable
for the 2018-2019 period.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2018 West Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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ATTACHMENT I

DA
Term
6.6.1A

6.6.1B

6.6.1C

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*
Sales and Use Taxes, Building 21. For all construction
work performed on the project, should include a
provision in all construction contracts for $5,000,000 or
more to record a sub-permit from CA State Board of
Equalization to book and record construction materials
purchases/sales as sales originating in the City
throughout duration of construction through
occupancy.1
Sales and Use Taxes, Building 22. For all construction
work performed on the project, should include a
provision in all construction contracts for $5,000,000 or
more to record a sub-permit from CA State Board of
Equalization to book and record construction materials
purchases/sales as sales originating in the City
throughout duration of construction through
occupancy.1
Sales and Use Taxes, Hotel. For all construction work
performed on the project, should include a provision in
all construction contracts for $5,000,000 or more to
record a sub-permit from CA State Board of
Equalization to book and record construction materials
purchases/sales as sales originating in the City
throughout duration of construction through
occupancy.1

Timeline
Applicable throughout
duration of construction
through occupancy (not
applicable to future
remodeling or
construction).

Status

Completed

Applicable throughout the
duration of construction
and initial occupancy (not
applicable to future
remodeling or
construction).

In Progress

Applicable throughout
duration of construction
through occupancy (not
applicable to future
remodeling or
construction or to future
sales or transient
occupancy taxes).

Conditional

Notes
Facebook worked with the
City’s consultant to ensure
maximum possible use tax
was collected from
construction materials.

Facebook has been working
with the City’s consultant
(Municipal Revenue Services)
to ensure maximum possible
use tax is collected from
construction materials.
Building 22 currently under
construction.
Construction of the hotel
anticipated to begin in fall
2020.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
7.1.1

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.1.4

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*
Dumbarton Transportation Corridor Study. Facebook
has committed $1,000,000 in funding to SamTrans to
conduct the Dumbarton Transportation Corridor Study.
The purpose of the study is to evaluate ways to improve
the existing rail line as a multi-modal transit corridor.
Funding Recommendations from Dumbarton
Transportation Corridor Study. Facebook agrees to
fund future recommendations arising from the
Dumbarton Transportation Corridor Study in the amount
of up to $1,000,000. Facebook shall evaluate the
recommendations contained in the Dumbarton
Transportation Corridor Study and provide a written
proposal identifying recommendations for how the
Dumbarton Corridor Funding should be allocated for
review by the City Manager or his or her designee.
Dumbarton Rail Trail Study. Facebook has committed
$700,000 in funding to SamTrans for the pre-design
and environmental clearance of a pedestrian/bicycle
path between East Palo Alto and the Redwood City
Caltrain Station.
Transportation Management Association Feasibility and
Implementation Strategy. Facebook agrees to make a
one-time payment in the amount of $100,000 to the City
to be set aside in a special fund and earmarked for the
development of a Transportation Management
Association Feasibility and Implementation Strategy
study (“TMA Study”).

Timeline

Status

Completed in December
2017

Completed

Within 90 days after
SamTrans publishes the
final version of the
Dumbarton Transportation
Corridor Study, submit
proposal for review of City
Manager. Within 60 days
of occupancy of Building
21 or City’s approval
make funding available

Completed

Such payment shall be
required within sixty days
of the City’s request for
payment.

Completed

Notes

Facebook has provided
funding for CEQA/NEPA
evaluations of the preferred
alternative from the
Dumbarton Corridor Study.
Environmental review is in
progress.

Completed

Facebook made payment to
the City in November 2017 at
the request of the City to
begin the TMA feasibility
study process. The TMA
Study is currently in process.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
7.1.5

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Regional Transportation Forum. Facebook shall
sponsor a forum in partnership with officials from the
City, East Palo Alto, San Mateo County, and Santa
Clara County to consider and evaluate innovative ways
that the recommendations of the Dumbarton
Transportation Corridor Study may be executed with
minimal delays. Facebook shall commit $1,000,000 in
funding to sponsor this forum.

Commence the process of
facilitating this forum
within six months of the
date the final version of
Dumbarton Corridor Study
and convene the forum
within two years of
starting the process.

In Progress

As part of its commitment
under Item 7.1.2, Facebook
kicked off outreach on the
next steps of the Dumbarton
Corridor Project in January
2019. Outreach was to
general public and key
stakeholders. The Dumbarton
Corridor Project includes two
advisory groups: Stakeholder
Advisory Group (SAG) and
Technical Advisory Group
(TAG). Menlo Park staff
participate on the TAG and
members of the community
participate on the SAG.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
7.1.6

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Chilco Streetscape Improvements (Phases 3 and 4).
Facebook shall complete certain capital improvements
associated with Phases 3 through 4 of the Chilco
Streetscape Improvements at its sole cost. Facebook
shall coordinate the design of the Chilco Streetscape
Improvements with the City and shall provide detailed
plans and specifications for construction of the
improvements to the City for final review and approval.
Facebook shall pay for and cause the construction of
the Improvements:

Status
In Progress

(1) Complete the Phase 3a and 3b improvements; and

Prior to the City’s final
building inspection of
Building 21

(2) Complete the Phase 4A and 4B improvements.

Prior to the date of the
City’s final building
inspection of Building 22

Notes

Phase 3a, 3b, and 4a are
under construction and
anticipated to be
completed concurrent with
temporary occupancy of
Building 22.

Phase 4b is currently under
review with the City and
anticipated to be
completed in August 2021.
Facebook has worked to
accommodate
modifications to project
phasing and design in
good faith with the City.
While Phase 4b will not be
constructed prior to
occupancy of Building 22,
Phases 5 and 6 are
anticipated to be complete
prior to occupancy of
Building 22.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
7.1.7

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Chilco Streetscape Improvements (Phases 5 and 6).
Facebook shall also complete certain capital
improvements associated with Phases 5 and 6 of the
Chilco Streetscape Improvements, at its sole cost.
Facebook shall be entitled to a credit against any
construction road impact fees imposed on the Project in
an amount equal to the actual costs of constructing
Phases 5 through 6. Subject to the City Manager’s
approval of the design for Phases 5 and 6 of the Chilco
Streetscape Improvements. If permits or approvals are
required from outside agencies and such permits or
approvals delay issuance of permits or completion of
construction, or if construction is delayed for reasons
beyond Facebook’s reasonable control, then Facebook
shall have such additional time to complete such capital
improvements as may be reasonably necessary
resulting from such delays beyond Facebook’s
reasonable control.

Schedule was mutually
agreed upon by Facebook
and the City.

In Progress

Currently under construction
and anticipated to be
completed prior to occupancy
of Building 22.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
8.1.1

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Housing Inventory and Local Supply Study. Facebook
agrees to collaborate with officials and local
stakeholders in the City and East Palo Alto to conduct a
Housing Inventory and Local Supply Study to assess
the conditions, occupancy, and resident profiles of
residents living in the immediate vicinity of the Property
(including, but not limited to Belle Haven, Fair Oaks and
the City of East Palo Alto). Facebook agrees to fund up
to $350,000 for the study and shall be responsible for
selecting a qualified consultant to undertake the study.

Within thirty days of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent,
and shall use diligent
good faith efforts to
complete the study within
eighteen months from
commencement. Within
thirty days of completion
of the study, Facebook
shall provide a copy of the
study to the City Manager
of the City of Menlo Pak
and the City Manager of
the City of East Palo Alto.

In Progress

Facebook partnered with UC
Berkeley Center for Cities &
Schools and YPLAN. UC
Berkeley has engaged local
students to conduct research
within their communities. The
Community based approach
extended the timeline. The Y
Plan group presented to the
Menlo Park City Council in
April 2019 and a final report
was anticipated to be
submitted to the City by the
end of summer 2019. UC
Berkeley Center for Cities
and Schools and YPLAN also
presented at Facebook in
August 2019 and participated
in a panel discussion with
then Mayor Mueller. A draft of
the report has been submitted
to the City to understand the
proposed framework of the
report. A final report is
anticipated to be provided to
the City in the near future.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
8.1.2

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Housing Innovation Fund. Facebook shall establish a
Housing Innovation Fund to identify near-term actions
that may be taken within the local community (including
Belle Haven and East Palo Alto) as a direct outcome of
the Housing Inventory and Local Supply Study.
Facebook shall commit $1,500,000 to establish the
Housing Innovation Fund and provide seed funding for
near-term implementation actions.

Prior to completion of the
Housing Inventory and
Local Supply Study
described in Section
8.1.1.

Conditional

Required prior to completion
of the Housing Inventory and
Local Supply Study. Prior to
release of the Study,
Facebook will need to submit
a proposed framework for the
Housing Innovation Fund to
the City.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
8.1.3

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*
Affordable Housing Preservation Pilot Program.
Facebook shall work in partnership with a reputable
non-profit affordable housing partner to create and/or
provide funding for a Housing Preservation pilot project.
Within one year of satisfaction of the Conditions
Precedent, Facebook shall identify an appropriate nonprofit affordable housing partner and contribute
$1,000,000 towards a suitable Housing Preservation
pilot project, to be determined by Facebook at
Facebook’s sole and absolute discretion.

Timeline
Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

Status

Notes

In Progress

During the 2018 Annual
Review, Facebook evaluated
a Secondary Dwelling Unit
project for approximately one
year but determined it wasn’t
appropriate for the Affordable
Housing Preservation Fund;
evaluated a potential
acquisition project for multiple
months, which fell through;
Facebook ultimately
partnered with LISC to
implement the Pilot Program,
with City Authorization. The
first payment of $500,000
was made in August 2019
toward preservation of rental
units and creation of a
community land trust.
Facebook is finalizing grant
documents with LISC for the
remaining $500,000 to be
used toward housing
preservation.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
8.1.5

8.1.6

9.1.4

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes
First payment or delivery of
units due within two years of
date City issues first building
permit for each building.
Facebook and the City
evaluated procuring the units
at an off-site location but
none currently available.
Facebook paid fee for
Building 21. It is anticipated
that the fee will be paid on
Building 22 and the future
hotel, but off-site
opportunities will be explored
prior to payment due dates.
Willow Campus Masterplan
submitted on July 6, 2017
with 1,500 housing units
proposed; Subsequently,
project updated to incorporate
1,735 housing units in 2019.

Use of BMR Housing Fees. Facebook will be entering
into a Below Market Rate (“BMR”) Housing Agreement
with the City to satisfy the requirements under Chapter
16.96 of the City’s Municipal Code. As part of the
implementation of the BMR Housing Agreement,
Facebook shall use diligent food faith efforts to identify
opportunities to partner with a non-profit housing
organization in order to leverage the use of BMR
housing fees payable in connection with the Project to
develop the maximum number of units.

Concurrent with the
recordation of the
Development Agreement
and BMR Agreement.

Completed

Commitment to Design Housing Units Pending
Completion of General Plan Update. Subject to
completion and approval of the pending ConnectMenlo
process. Facebook shall commit to the planning and
design of at least 1,500 housing units on the
approximately 56-acre site known as the Menlo Science
& Technology Park. Facebook further agrees that any
future application to develop residential units will
include a commitment to include no less than 15% BMR
units and/or workforce housing units.
Bedwell Bayfront Park Maintenance. Facebook shall
contribute $1,000,000 to the Bedwell Bayfront Park
Maintenance Fund for maintenance and operation.

Subject to completion and
approval of the
ConnectMenlo General
Plan Update

Completed

Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent

Completed

Paid 4/10/18.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term
9.2

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*
Design and Environmental Commitments.
Owner will design building to be LEED Gold
equivalency or better.

9.2.1
9.2.5
9.2.6

9.2.7A

Enhanced soil remediation/cleanup measures
consistent with the Soil Management Plan for the
Property.
When performing work that might affect the baylands,
Facebook will hire environmental consultant to ensure
that endangered species are not harmed
Facebook will use best practices to ensure building
elements do not create sites for predatory bird species
to roost or nest.
Fund seasonal docent for two year for the Don Edwards
National Wildlife Refuge

Recycled Water System. Contributions to Future
District-Wide Recycled Water Systems. Facebook
agrees to use diligent good faith efforts to install a
recycled water system on the Property to serve
Buildings 21 and 22. (If Facebook is unable to obtain
all permits necessary to construct and operate an on-

Timeline

Status

Prior to final sign-off on
building permit for the
Project

In Progress

Concurrent to and during
construction of Project

In Progress

Concurrent to and during
construction of
Project/Ongoing
Within 90 days of
completion of the bridge
improvements

In Progress

Concurrent with
construction of Building
21

In Progress

Conditional

Notes

Bicycle and pedestrian bridge
delivery date extended due to
additional coordination with
PG&E for an easement for
the bridge structure. PG&E
filed for bankruptcy in early
2019, which has limited ability
for Facebook to obtain
necessary easements/permits
from the utility company.
System is complete and
currently undergoing
commissioning with the
required public agencies.
Anticipated to be operational
in the near future.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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DA
Term

9.2.7B

ATTACHMENT I
WEST EXPANSION CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONE TIME ACTIONS OR IMPROVEMENTS
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Within sixty days of the
occupancy of Building 21.

Completed

Notes

site recycled water system Facebook agrees to: (a)
connect the office buildings to any future recycled water
system for landscaping and non-potable uses for
Buildings 21 and 22, (b) offer to provide the Recycled
Water Purveyor with initial funding not to exceed
$1,500,000 to finance the development and
construction of a recycled water system capable of
serving the Project in exchange for a credit against
future capital expense charges, and (c) if the Recycled
Water Purveyor’s does not accept Facebook’s offer to
provide initial financing Facebook shall pay reasonable
proportionate share of Recycled Water Purveyor’s
costs of developing and/or implementing the system.)
If the Recycled Water Purveyor develops an area-wide
recycled water system serving multiple properties in the
Bayfront Area, Facebook agrees that any applications
submitted by Facebook or its affiliates to develop
buildings (other than the buildings proposed as part of
the Project) in the Bayfront Area will include a
commitment to pay a reasonable proportionate share of
the Recycled Water Purveyor’s costs of developing
and/or implementing the system in a manner consistent
with conditions imposed on other similarly situated
projects in the Bayfront Area.
Facebook agrees to contribute $25,000 in seed funding
to the City to conduct feasibility studies for a Bayfront
Area-wide recycled water system.

Payment made on 3/27/19.

1. This requirement was originally described as ongoing since it applied to three buildings. But because each building is a discrete construction event, these
items have been classified as one-time actions for the purpose of this evaluation.
*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2017-2018 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – One Time Items
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ATTACHMENT J

DA
Term
6.1

6.2

6.3

6.3.7

ATTACHMENT J
WEST CAMPUS EXPANSION DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Notes

Recurring Public Benefit Payment. Within sixty days of
the later of: (a) City sign off on final building permits
allowing occupancy of Building 21 by Facebook or (b)
Facebook’s receipt of City’s request for payment,
Facebook will commence making an annual payment of
$300,000 per year to the City.
Interim In-Lieu Sales Tax Payment. Within sixty days of
the later of: (a) City sign off on final building permits
allowing occupancy of Building 21 by Facebook or (b)
Facebook’s receipt of City’s request for payment,
Facebook will commence making an annual payment of
$336,000 per year to the City. Facebook shall continue
to make annual Interim In-Lieu Sales Tax Payment until
the Guarantee Commencement Date, defined in Section
6.3.1.
Hotel TOT Guarantee Payments. Beginning on the
Guarantee Commencement Date and throughout the
Guarantee Payment Period, Facebook shall guarantee
TOT payments to the City in the amount of the Revenue
Benchmark ($1.25 million) and shall pay to the City the
TOT Guarantee Payments to the extent required under,
and on the terms and conditions contained in, this
Section 6.3. Facebook shall receive a credit against the
Revenue Benchmark for Hotel Revenue received by the
City during the Guarantee Payment Period, as defined in
Section 6.3.1. (The negative difference, if any, between
the Revenue Benchmark and the Hotel Revenue is the
“TOT Guarantee Payment.”)
Transient Occupancy Tax. Applicable tax rate for the
hotel shall be set one basis point higher than the
applicable TOT rate for the City.

Payments are due on July
1 beginning after building
occupancy is approved
and continue for 20 years.

Completed

Annual payment made
7/9/2019

Payments are due on July
1 beginning after building
occupancy is approved
For Building 21 and until
the Guarantee
Commencement Date
years

Completed

Annual payment made
7/11/2019

Payment due on July 1
following the second full
fiscal year from
Guarantee
Commencement Date
and shall continue for 39
years.

Conditional

The Guarantee
Commencement Date is
9/20/2018. First payment (if
applicable) due on 7/1/2021
(second full fiscal year after
permit issuance).

Concurrent with the
commencement of
operations for the hotel

Conditional

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2016-2017 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
6.4.1

6.4.2

6.4.3

6.5

8.1.4

ATTACHMENT J
WEST CAMPUS EXPANSION DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Status

Property Tax Guaranty. Facebook agrees to provide an
independent property tax guaranty with respect to
Building 21 such that the value of the Property,
improvements only, following completion of the Project
will be at least $325,000,000.1
Property Tax Guaranty. Facebook agrees to provide an
independent property tax guaranty with respect to
Building 22 such that the value of the Property,
improvements only, following completion of the Project
will be at least $305,000,000.1
Property Tax Guaranty. Facebook agrees to provide an
independent property tax guaranty with respect to Hotel
such that the value of the Property, improvements only,
following completion of the Project will be at least
$70,000,000.1
Utility User’s Tax Cap. Facebook agrees to pay the City
all Utility User’s Taxes for the Property, including
Building 20.

Payment due the first tax
fiscal year following the
initial reassessment of the
property and shall
continue for 39 years.
Payment due the first tax
fiscal year following the
initial reassessment of the
property and shall
continue for 39 years.
Payment due the first tax
fiscal year following the
initial reassessment of the
property and shall
continue for 39 years.
January 1, 2017 (earlier
for January 1 or July1
following the Effective
Date.

Completed

Building 21 assessed at
$678,000,000.

Conditional

Building 22 construction is not
complete at this time.

Conditional

The hotel has not been
constructed or occupied.

Completed

Workforce Housing Fund Pilot Program. Facebook
agrees to commit up to $430,000 per year for five years
(up to a total of $2,150,000) for the program, which
represents an average subsidy of $1,628 per unit per
month.

Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

The Utility User’s Tax has been
paid on utility bills. City staff
reviewing to ensure full
payment without the cap
collected.
Currently in the third year of
the subsidized leases.

Completed

Notes

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2016-2017 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term
9.1.1

9.1.2

9.1.3

9.1.5

ATTACHMENT J
WEST CAMPUS EXPANSION DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*
Belle Haven Community Pool Maintenance and
Operations. Facebook shall contribute an initial $60,000
to the City to be applied exclusively for operating and
maintenance costs for the community pool at the Onetta
Harris Community Center, and shall make an additional
contribution of $60,000 on July 1 of each of the following
four calendar years to the City for the same purpose.
Local Scholarship Program. Facebook shall establish, or
shall partner with an appropriate organization to
establish, an educational scholarship program to provide
financial assistance for young residents of the City and
East Palo Alto for ten years, and shall contribute
$100,000 per year for ten years in scholarship funds.
Local Community Fund. Facebook shall contribute an
additional $100,000 to the Local Community Fund
(“LCF”) previously established and funded by Facebook,
and shall continue to contribute $100,000 per year to the
LCF for a total period of ten years. After the ten (10) year
period is complete, Facebook will consider whether to
provide additional funding for the LCF.

Timeline

Status

Notes

Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

Completed

Yearly commitment of $60,000.
Payment for 2019 made on
7/9/2019.

Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

Completed

Third payment made in June
2019 to Peninsula College
Fund.

Within one year of
satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent.

Completed

Third funding payment made in
June 2019.

In Progress

Delivery of interim open space
and construction of bicycle and
pedestrian bridge prior to
Occupancy of Building 22. To
expedite the delivery of the
public open space, Facebook
proposes to construct open
space in one phase beginning

Public Open Space; Multi-Use Bridge Facility; Public
Access. Facebook shall construct, operate, and maintain
a new two-acre publicly accessible open space and safe
multi-use pedestrian/bicyclist bridge across the Bayfront
Expressway as shown on the approved plans and in the
Project Approvals for public use as provided for in the
CDP.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2016-2017 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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DA
Term

ATTACHMENT J
WEST CAMPUS EXPANSION DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
ONGOING ACTIVITIES
Task/Requirement/Action*

Timeline

Construct, operate and maintain the multi-use
pedestrian/ bicyclist bridge. At the end of the useful life
of the multi-use pedestrian/bicyclist bridge, Facebook
shall have the right to demolish the bridge improvements
and shall have no obligation to replace or reconstruct the
improvements.

Following the issuance of
building permits for
Building 21.

Construct, operate and maintain the two-acre publicly
accessible open space Facebook. The public access
right to the open space will be a right to pass by
permission and Facebook will have the right to
implement reasonable rules and regulations governing
such access.
9.1.6

9.2.2
9.2.3
9.2.4
1.

Status

Notes
with the occupancy of Building
22.

Following the issuance of
building permits for
Building 22

City Services. Within one year of satisfaction of the
Conditions Precedent, Facebook shall contribute
$11,250,000 to the City’s general fund to be spent in the
sole discretion of the City on services that benefit the
community.
[Modification to the original Development Agreement.]
Facebook will cooperate with Don Edwards Refuge team
and nonprofits on habitat protection and restoration
adjacent to the Project Site.
Facebook will educate employees and visitors about
species next to the Property

Payment shall be
required on July 1 of each
fiscal year beginning in
2018

Completed

Ongoing

In Progress

Ongoing

Conditional

Facebook will engage in wildlife-friendly behavior

Ongoing

In Progress

Construction permits in for plan
check with the City for the
bridge; however, bridge
requires approval from PG&E
of an easement and approval
from the California Public
Utilities Commission (CPUC).
Due to PG&E’s bankruptcy the
timing for the bridge permit has
been delayed. Once approved
by CPUC, the bridge building
permit can be issued.

May include interpretive
signage implemented upon
completion of bike/ped bridge

It is expected that the site will be merged and that the merged site will be assessed as a single tax parcel. When this occurs it will be necessary for the parties to agree
upon a methodology for determining the assessed value of Building 21, Building 22 and the Hotel (as applicable). As Building 21, Building 22, and the Hotel are completed,
the parties shall confer in good faith and attempt to develop a means for equitably determining the assessed value of those improvements.

*The DA requirements listed here may be summarized; the complete terms are found in the recorded Development Agreement.
2016-2017 Expansion Campus Facebook Development Agreement Annual Review – Ongoing Activities
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